














































































William Marshall on Planting















































































...the face of our country has,within the last
 
thirty years, been completely changed by the
 
numerous plantations of larch that have sprung
 












































Here the successful essay of Mr. Story, in
 
rearing a thriving plantation of larches on the
 
rocky front of the barren mountain ought to
 
encourage similar attempts in other parts of
 
Cumberland and Westmoreland to turn almost
 
useless hills to advantage, and beautify the
 
















(A Review of The Landscape, A Didactic
 
Poem：also of An Essay on The Picturesque：










O Harmony,once more from heaven descend!
Mould the stiff lines,and the harsh colours blend；
Banish the formal fir’s unsocial shade,
And crop the aspiring larch’s saucy head：
Then Britain’s genius to thy aid invoke,





























湖水地方案内』(The Tourist’s New Guide)におい
て、“...greatly disfigured by the vile larches,







From this place, having a grand rock, called
 
Fisher Crag, on the left, it is a pleasant
 
descent to the lake by the side of which the
 
road passes for a short distance,having in front
 
plantations of well grown birch, beech, larch,
and fir trees demands some attention, as it
 
adds materially to the effect of the scene, the
 
rounding tops of the birch being infinitely
 
superior to the spike headed firs and larches,
which,when numerous, are not only offensive
 
in their forms, but in their colours, the one
 
from its sooty blackness,and the other from its
 
vivid green.They can never associate in large
 
plantations with the aborigines of the country.
If larches and firs are considered necessary to
 
the well-being of the community,would it not
 
be well to plant them in situations where they
 




































It must be acknowledged that the larch, till it
 
has outgrown the size of a shrub, shows,when
 
looked at singly, some elegance in form and
 
appearance, especially in spring, decorated, as
 
it then is,by the pink tassels of its blossoms；
but, as a tree, it is less than any other
 
pleasing：its branches (for boughs it has none)
have no variety in the youth of the tree, and
 
little dignity, even when it attains its full
 
growth：leaves it cannot be said to have,
consequently neither affords shade nor shelter.
In spring the larch becomes green long before
 
the native trees；and its green is so peculiar
 
and vivid, that, finding nothing to harmonise
 
with it,wherever it comes forth,a disagreeable
 
speck is produced. In summer,when all other
 
trees are in their pride, it is of a dingy, lifeless
 
hue；in autumn of a spiritless unvaried yellow,
and in winter it is still more lamentably
 
distinguished from every other deciduous tree of
 
the forest, for they seem only to sleep, but the
 
larch appears absolutely dead. If an attempt be
 
made to mingle thickets,or a certain proportion
 
of other forest-trees, with the larch, its
 
horizontal branches intolerantly cut them down
 
as with a scythe,or force them to spindle up to
 
keep pace with it. The terminating spike
 
renders it impossible that the several trees,
where planted in numbers, should ever blend
 
together so as to form a mass or masses of
 
wood.Add thousands to tens of thousands, and
 
the appearance is still the same-a collection of
 
separate individual trees, obstinately presenting
 
themselves as such；and which, from whatever
 
point they are looked at, if but seen,may be
 
counted upon the fingers. Sunshine, or shadow,
has little power to adorn the surface of such a
 
wood；and the trees not carrying up their
 
































Sagely she〔＝ Art〕calls on those of hardy class
 
Indigenous,who,patient of the change
 
From heat to cold which Albion hourly feels,
Are brac’d with strength to brave it.These alone
 
She plants,and prunes,nor grieves if nicer eyes
 











The Scotch Fir, however, is one of the last
 
trees that ought to engage the attention of the
 
British planter；and should be invariably
 
excluded from every soil and situation, in which
 
any other timber tree can be made to flourish.
The North aspect of bleak and barren heights is
 
the only situation in which it ought to be
 
tolerated；and even there, the Larch is found to
 
outbrave it. In better soil s, a n d m i l d e r
 
situation, the wood of the Scotch Fir is worth
 
little,and its growth so licentious, as to over-
run every thing which grows in its immediate
 
neighbourhood：this renders it wholly unfit to be
 
a s s o c i a t e d w i t h o t h e r t i m b e r t r e e s：w e
 
















It is not enough that trees should be naturalized
 
to the climate, they must also be naturalized to
 
the landscape,and mixed and incorporated with
 
the natives.A patch of foreign trees planted by
 
themselves in the out-skirts of a wood, or in
 
some open corner of it,mix with the natives,
much like a group of young Englishmen at an
 
Italian conversazion. But when some plant of
 
foreign growth a p p e a r s t o s p r i n g u p b y
 
accident, and shoots out its beautiful, but less
 
familiar foliage among our natural trees, it has
 
the same pleasing effect, as when a beautiful
 
and amiable foreigner has acquired our language
 
and manners so as to converse with the freedom
 
of a native, yet retains enough of original
 
accent and character, to give a peculiar grace
 



















Contrast the liberty that encourages, and the
 
law that limits, this joint work of Nature and
 
Time, with the disheartening necessities,
restrictions,and disadvantages,under which the
 
artificial planter must proceed, even he whom
 
long observation and fine feeling have best
 
qualified for his task. In the first place his
 
trees,however well chosen and adapted to their
 
several situations,must generally start all at
 
the same time；and this necessity would of
 
itself prevent that fine connection of parts, that
 
sympathy and organisation, if I may so express
 
myself,which pervades the whole of a natural
 
wood, and appears to the eye in its single
 
trees, its masses of foliage, and their various
 
colours,when they are held up to view on the
 
side of a mountain；or when, spread over a
 
valley, they are looked down upon from an
 
eminence. It is therefore impossible, under any
 
circumstances, for the artificial planter to rival
 
the beauty of Nature.But a moment’s thought
 
will show that, if ten thousand of this spiky
 
tree, the larch, are stuck in at once upon the
 
side of a hill, they can grow up into nothing
 
but deformity；that,while they are suffered to
 
stand,we shall look in vain for any of those
 
appearances which are the chief sources of
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